This illustrates a development on the subject of what the Mathematical Equation for Gravity would be composed of. It was clear that the Mass/Weight and Speed of a planet were major factors at this point.

The speed by which the Universal Globe would be traveling in the opposite direction would have an impact as well, but that would be a consistent factor for all planets, or a common denominator.

What was also becoming more and more obvious at this point was that it did not matter where you were located in the Universal Globe the affect would be the same. As long as the planet was spinning in the opposite direction of the Universal Globe an “Inward Directed Center of Gravity” would be both created and maintained.

After all it is the smaller object that is creating the inversion! You could be at the top or the bottom of the Universe, the affect will be the same. The “Inward Directed Center of Gravity” would be found in the very center of the object that was traveling in the opposite direction. This is why the “Coriolis Effect” rotates in the direction it does, it is following the spinning direction of gravity.

Simply a beautiful and perfect system!
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This illustrates a more complete picture of how things may work using the “Golden Spiral”. The “Golden Spiral Center of Gravity” from the top down is rotating from the West into the East. From the bottom up the “Golden Spiral Center of Gravity” is inverted due to the rotation of the Earth, as it rotates from the East into the West.

The Coriolis Effect provides the observer with the correct direction of the Inverted Spin. Above the Equator it rotates “Counterclockwise” and below the Equator it rotates “Clockwise”. You can examine the “Global Spin Model” to observe this taking place.

Remember it is the smaller object that is creating the inversion and not the larger. It is the smaller object that is controlling the spin direction of gravity which is observable thru the spin direction of the “Coriolis Effect”, and modeled in the “Globe Spin Model”. The spin towards the Earth’s Core Center is creating the Vortex part. As found in both Storm Systems and Water Drains above and below the Equator.

The draw or level of gravity will in part be due to the surface or size of the planet. So now gravity will be composed of; weight, the surface size of the planet and the speed by which the planet rotates. Sound like the equation for “Momentum”, (Mass x Velocity) to me.
William D. Short, Balderston Drive, Exton PA, USA
Specific Topic: #24 original thought, Spinning Theory & the Golden Spiral – how it may work.
Exhibit: Section A – 32 – A
Date: 11/4/2007
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This illustrates the “Golden Spiral Center of Gravity” effect. There was a question that came to mind. As beautiful and perfect the system seems to be it has its draw backs. It can not stop. It has no known braking system, so it can not simply stop and go in reverse. Therefore it will continue to increase the level of pressure at the center core of the global object. For Earth this system is forever increasing the pressure or our Earth’s Core. We are getting warmer from the inside out as gravity ages.

Like treads on a bolt you can have threads that are wide, and you can have threads that are narrow. If the system is working with narrow threads then the pressure will build up over a longer period of time. If the system is working with wider threads then the pressure will build up sooner. The thickness of “threads” idea would be affected by the degree by which gravitational operating at. Each Planet or Sun therefore would create its own thread thickness if you will. This thread thickness would then be based upon the degree or level of gravity on any single planet.
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William D. Short, Balderston Drive, Exton PA, USA
Specific Topic: #27 original thought, Golden Spiral & Global Warming & Thick vs. Thin Threads.
Exhibit: Section A – 32 – D
Date: 11/4/2007

**Inverted Spin**

**Coriolis Effect**

**Pressure Turning into Itself**

**Thick Threads vs. Thin Threads**
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**Counter-Clockwise**

**Increase Pressure Over Time**

**Global Warming Scheduled Can Not Stop**
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William D. Short, Balderston Drive, Exton PA, USA
Specific Topic: #28 original thought, Global Warming is a Big Problem, Increasing Our Core Pressure.
Exhibit: Section A – 33 – A
Date: 11/4/2007

This illustrates the draw back of this beautiful and perfect system.

Al Gore is right, our Planet Earth is warming up but not primarily due to mankind’s bad behaviors, (pollutants), and yes the Earth is getting warmer but not for the major reason most people think. It is not due primarily because of choices mankind has taken or will take. The warming up of our Earth’s Core is a much bigger system as is our Sun heating us from the outside in.

Gravity, while it keeps our feet on the ground also has a significant draw back, it Ages. There is no relief valve like a pressure cooker would have. There is no point at which we start to spin freely and by which we would be in a final level of pressure at our Earths Core, thus keeping our Planet Earth from getting any warmer, but maintaining the Earth as we know it.

The Universal Globe is traveling from the East into the West and we are traveling from the West into the East and as this takes place the pressure at the core of our Earth is steadily increasing which in turn is increasing the boiling point of our Earth’s Core. Our plant is primarily warming up from the inside out and not from the outside in.

Our behaviors are not helping as we pollute the Earth, but it is not the major problem. We would be warming up despite mankind’s involvement.

The Sun’s pressure is also increasing at the same time, and thus raising the level of heat it pushed towards us as well. We are in a solar system that is getting warmer over time and there is no reverse switch. The Sun and our Solar System also rotate in a “Counterclockwise” direction and the same affect that is taking place here is taking place there as well.

The reader should keep in mind that nobody is going to wake up tomorrow and see a completely different world. It is a slow moving system that has been in operation for quite some time. The reader should also be a good steward of the Earth and polluting it will not help the situation, so you can thank Al Gore for championing and bring to all of our attentions the reality that our planet is getting warmer when nobody was willing to listen.

Keep in mind as well that without the system we now have in place nobody would be alive to talk about Global Warming. It’s just that it is a system that has a limited life span, and not an eternal life span. The Earth’s gravity is aging.
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Al Gore is right but for only part of the why and not the big part.

Global Warming can not stop.

Control of Sun getting hotter.

Control of Earth getting hotter.
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This illustration represents in part a component of Gravity, “Weight”. Gravity is in part related to the weight of the planet, or the weight of a sun.

Practically speaking, if one were to swing a 5lb weight around in a circle, the force would be one measurement, but if one were to swing a 20lb weight around in a circle, the force would naturally be greater.

The Sun is able to burn up as well as it does, beyond what it is make up of, due to the fact that it is so heavy. The weight of the Sun is major factor in why the Sun burns so well, as understood though an “Inverted Universal Spin Theory”. As the pressure increase at the Sun’s “Center Core” the temperature at which things burn will increase. Our Sun is getting hotter as gravity ages there as well.
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William D. Short, Balderston Drive, Exton PA, USA
Specific Topic: #30 original thought, Gravity a function of Weight, Pressure a function of Weight, and Heat a function of Pressure
Exhibit: Section A – 34 – A
Date: 11/4/2007

Global Warming cannot stop because system is rigged to turn into itself.
This illustration represents an early picture of our system (Earth) in relationship to the large system (the Universal Globe). This inverted system creates a funnel like effect, where all pressure is now focused in a spiral effect towards the center of Earth.

Furthermore, in the Northern Hemisphere the counterclockwise direction of Cyclones are testimonies of the inversion that is taking place with gravity, and that our “Weather Systems” supports the theory of the “Inverted Universal Globe Spin Theory”.
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William D. Short, Balderston Drive, Exton PA, USA
Specific Topic: #31 original thought, Factual Evidence on Earth to Support an “Inverted Universal Globe Spin Theory”
Exhibit: Section A – 35 – A
Date: 11/4/2007

Our weather supports Theory of Inverted Universal Globe Spin Theory.
This illustration represents part of the thinking that took place in working out the mathematical equation for gravity. Gravity simply equals “Mass times Velocity”, which is also the same mathematical equation for that of Momentum.

Clearly weight is a major factor in looking at gravity, and the speed by which planets rotate will affect the degree of gravity as well. This simple illustration illustrates that the weight of a heavy object will increase the level of gravity, and the core level of heat. One must also consider the proximity to the major heat source within a solar system in order to take all things into consideration.
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Calculation of Gravity = \frac{\text{Mass} \times \text{Velocity}}{\text{Weight} \times \text{Speed}}

Major Factor: Rotation of Earth
West -> East

Rotation of Universal Globe Consistent for All.
Gravity = Pressure
Pressure Increases = Heat Increases

Our Solar System Perfect Example
Cold --- Heat --- Hot

Light --- Weight --- Heavy
This illustration represents the final believed to be correct way to calculate gravity, which is:

Gravity = the Size of the Surface Mass x Weight x Speed Rotation.

As stated previously Momentum = Mass x Velocity.

It was always right there before us as very close cousin.
Factors

- Size = Surface Space
- Weight = Density
- Speed of Rotation

Universal Globe

East → West

Universal Globe

East → West

Planet

West → East

Greater Draw
Greater Gravity

Planet

West → East

Less Draw
Less Gravity
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This illustration represents the basic principles at play in terms of Global Warming. In physics when pressure is increased the burn level increases, which in turn results in higher temperatures. Because gravity is created the way it is created as described thru an “Inverted Universal Globe Spin Theory”, the pressure is increasing over time at the center of our planet which in turn is increasing the temperature at our Earth’s Core. This will have the affect of warming our planet up over time.
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Pressure cooking is a method of cooking in a sealed vessel that does not permit air or liquids to escape below a preset pressure. Because water's boiling point increases as the pressure increases, the pressure built up inside the cooker allows the liquid in the pot to rise to a temperature higher than 100 °C (212 °F) before boiling.
This next illustration represents the solution to the problem and a correction for a wrong original idea.

Within a “Universal Globe” you need to only be parallel with the Universal Globe’s “North and South”. And you only need to be parallel with the Universal Globe’s “West and East”.

Under this system then our Planet’s “North” is still pointing north, and our Planets “East” is still pointing east, so forth and so on.

An “Inward Directed Center of Gravity” will work where ever you are located within this larger global sphere.
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William D. Short, Balderston Drive, Exton PA, USA
Specific Topic: #35 original thought, Solution to the Problem, Earth's Magnetic North and the Universal's Magnetic North, Parallel Systems
Exhibit: Section A – 43 – B
Date: 11/7/2007